In vitro flow analysis of a patient-specific intraatrial total cavopulmonary connection.
Understanding the hemodynamics of the total cavopulmonary connection may lead to further optimization of the connection design and surgical planning, which in turn may lead to improved surgical outcome. Although most experimental and numerical investigations have mainly focused on somewhat simplified geometries, investigation of the flow field of true anatomic configurations is necessary for a true understanding. An intraatrial connection was reconstructed from patient magnetic resonance images and manufactured using transparent stereolithography. Power loss, flow visualization, and digital particle image velocimetry as well as computational fluid dynamics simulations were performed to characterize the anatomic flow structure. Given the complexity of the anatomic flow, two simplified versions of the geometry were manufactured and run through power loss and flow visualization studies. Experimental measurements revealed complex, unsteady, and highly three-dimensional flow structures within the anatomic model, leading to high pressure drops and power losses. The small vessel diameters were the primary cause of these losses. Numerical simulations demonstrated that most of the dissipation occurred in the pulmonary arteries. Finally, asymmetric pulmonary diameters together with the bulgy intraatrial connection favored the rise of flow unsteadiness and unbalanced lung perfusion. The technique developed in this study enabled a deeper understanding of the hemodynamics behind an intraatrial connection. Future endeavors would be to study variation among differing surgical techniques, comparing intraatrial and extracardiac approaches.